
HOW 
THE FASHION INDUSTRY 

IS FINALLY PAYING HEED TO 
MUSLIM CUSTOMER



For quite some time, Muslims have maintained their precedented dress 
code  which tended towards being quite plain, uninspiring long gowns or 
traditional abaya’s covering the entire body. These are fine, but let’s try 
to branch out, because now we can. 

As muslims, as much as we desired to showcase a unique outfit and 
distinguished sense of fashion, clothing was limited and lacked lustre.

But that ends here.
 
The fashion industry is slowly, but surely recognising our fashion choices 
and desires. Trends are being carefully crafted to appeal to our fashion 
preferences now. 

But how exactly is that change happening? 

What really is the 2.4 trillion USD (source) fashion market doing to 
make its choices more appealing to the Muslim crowd?  

THE FASHION INDUSTRY 
IS LATE. BUT BETTER LATE 
THAN NEVER RIGHT?

Doesn’t this inclusion of modest fashion seem at odds with an industry 
which is rapidly becoming more modern and bold in its choices?

For many Muslim fashionistas, this has been a dream come true. We can 
now flaunt our passion for a unique sense of fashion whilst still main-
taining a modest dress-code.
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Who would have thought that the Italian luxury fashion house, Dolce & 
Gabbana, almost heaven for fashionistas, will be selling hijabs one day? 

And sure, it might be a bit pricey to don a headscarf produced by such 
a fashion giant, but that’s beyond the point. The fact to celebrate for us 
is that our needs and requirements are being considered at the leading 
fashion brands worldwide.

These are just a few of the many. Talk about being inclusive and 
appreciating diversity!

• Macy’s

• American Eagle

• Nike

• H&M

• Gap

• Tommy Hilfiger

• ASOS AND MORE

BIG BRANDS, 
BIGGER CHANGE
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So who else is stepping foot into the headscarves and 
modest clothing market?
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Of course, hijabs are not new to the apparel market. But the production 
of this Muslim headwear by the leading couturiers and fashion brands in 
the world is refreshing and heart-warming.

Nike, one of the best sports brand the fashion industry has to offer, 
made it their mission to make the most versatile, easy and breathable 
hijab for us Muslim ladies. They gave a number of muslim athletes a 
prototype and asked them for feedback. And once the feedback was 
given, girl did they deliver. 
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 These athletes included the weightlifter, Amna Al Haddad 

(@amna.s.alhaddad), figure skater Zahra Lari (@zahralari), Manal 

Rostom (@manirostom) a running coach, German boxer Zeina Nassar 

(@zeina.boxer)  and the infamous Nike athlete and champion fencer, 

Ibtihaj Muhammad (@ibtihajmuhammad). 

And besides the above-mentioned global names, the famous Australian 

retailer, Myer, is also selling a wide range of extremely aesthetic, 

bright, and scenic scarves. Your choices with these scarves are nearly 

limitless. Do you want casual, dressy, professional, trendy, or house-

wear? They’ve got it all. You can find at least 15 different yet matching 

choices of scarves to wear as hijabs with any outfit you want. And very 

soon, the company would be launching an entire separate hijab line.

Now, THIS is what we call embracing diversity and paying heed to 

Muslim consumers. We’re absolutely loving the shift of the apparel 

industry towards the incorporation of modest fashion.

Oh, and let’s not forget to mention another favourite apparel brand in 

Australia, Minco. The company is ready to introduce its fashionable line 

of hijabs very soon.

Big things are coming ladies!
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LONGER TOPS, LOVELIER 
LOOK

VARIETY UPON VARIETY

Wasn’t it pleasantly surprising for us Muslims to see long shirts return 

to fashion? It was finally time for us to shine. Flaunting the trendiest 

outfits along with being perfectly modest - certainly the best of both 

worlds. 

To our utter joy, long shirts are back in style again! Not only are women 

wearing longer tops, but these outfits have long sleeves too! 

Isn’t this a breath of fresh air? 

To FINALLY be acknowledged by the fashion industry? To have our 

favourite fashion outlets cater to our needs...ah, what a feeling.  

We’re definitely loving these modest changes in fashionable clothing. 

You no longer need to show skin or wear extremely short dresses to be 

considered a fashion icon. Your covered clothing will give you an equally 

elegant and chic look.

Long flowy gowns? Check.

Stylish maxi dresses? Check.

Long length frocks? Check.

Trendy, loose-fitting shirts? Check.

Knee-length sweaters? Check.

Mum jeans? Check.
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It’s heartening to see the apparel industry adopting trends and 
styles which are more and more appropriate for Muslim consumers. 
Not only clothes with a preferred length are in fashion, but people 
are also becoming increasingly fond of loosely-fit clothes. Does it 
get any better?

So what does this mean for you? It means that you can bid 
farewell to the heartbreaking dilemma of having to choose 
between fashion and modesty. Now, you can have both.

Now that we’ve got our preferences sorted, let’s talk about our 
choices. Here is what you can wear:

• Wedding: Go for an embroidered, sequined, or plain maxi to    
   achieve a classy look.

• Party: Loose gowns are very much in fashion and will help you be  
   in the limelight at a high profile party.

• Formal: Long shirts usually give a very sophisticated and formal   
   look, and there are several fits to fit the occasion 

Say goodbye to conservative, and hello to inventive!

The fashion industry is working at a very fast pace to cater to some 
of its most important consumers - Muslims. This is exactly why YOU 
need to start making more fashionable choices with your clothing.
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MUSLIM LADIES MAKING 
HISTORY
Lately, social media influencers are getting the recognition they 
rightfully deserve. This way, muslim women are seen as empowering, 
strong, beautiful women - not any false images, as they’re usually 
depicted. These influencers are showing the world what muslim 
women can really do. They’re showing the world that even we, can be 
trendsetters in all our glory.
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Did you know that the famous Australian retailer, @SHEIKE, collaborated 

with Yasmin Jay (@yasssminjay) to model their products? 

Did you know that she collaborated with Pretty Little Thing

(@prettylittlething), a huge online fashion brand?

This stunner has a fan following of a whopping 109 thousand and exhibits 

the latest designs and ideas in fashion for Muslim consumers. Head over 

to her Instagram and fall in love with her flowy dresses and maxi gowns. 
Her outfits look so comfortable and light, that you’ll forget all your doubts 
about wearing long shirts, frocks, or gowns with full   in the scorching 
heat of summer.

And it would be grossly unfair to leave out the name of the Australian 

influencer and social media activist, Nawal Sari (@nawalsari), who has 

modeled for the popular fashion company, Supre. This stunner has helped 
market the products of Supre to her 99.8 thousand followers. Along with 
that, Nawal has been actively promoting the gowns, abayas, and long, 
flowy dresses, helping her audience find and connect with Australian 
retailers who excel in creating modest fashion. 

Using hijabi models to promote clothing is a form of inclusion that was 
necessary for the fashion industry. Not only are they promoting to a 
wider market, but they are including a market that is often considered a 
minority. 

Imagine all the young women they’re empowering with the notion that 
they need to feel comfortable and beautiful in their kind of clothing - the 
kind that they’re comfortable in.

And we can’t appreciate them enough for sending this message across!
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CHAMPIONS
Who would’ve thought a hijabi 
woman would be on the front 
page of a sports magazine?
Did you ever imagine that a 
Muslim woman would be on the 
cover page of a major sports 
magazine?

And even better, that she’d be 
modelling SPORTSWEAR?

And let’s go one crazy step 
further, and have her model 
SWIMWEAR?

No, right? Who would have 
thought? 

Bikinis? Nope, burkinis. Check!
And that’s exactly where 
Halima Aden (@halima), the very 
celebrated American fashion 
model, notable for her non-
negotiable term of wearing hijabs 
in all her modelling contracts, 
comes in. She made history by 
being on the cover of Sports 
Illustrated and wearing a custom 
burkini. 

That’s one small step for Halima, 
one giant leap for Muslims.
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This is where the fashion industry is headed. To a much more diverse 
and inclusive space that none of us could have imagined a decade ago. 
Swimwear, ladies and gentlemen. The fashion industry is beginning to be so 
inclusive, that they’re tailoring swimsuits to fit the requirements of muslim 
women.

And isn’t that what fashion is all about? Comfort for everyone. 

And while we’re at this topic, let’s talk about how Speedo AU is working 
tirelessly to introduce modest swimwear and customize their swimsuits 
for its Muslim consumers. About time, right?. Not only is this step earning 
the Australian retailer producing swimwear to gain more appreciation 
and recognition, but it’s bound to skyrocket its profits too. After all, 
Muslim consumers make a huge part of the fashion industry consumer 
demographics.

Another major Australian retailer, which specialised in goggles, swimwear, 

and accessories, Zoggs, is not willing to be even a single step behind its 
competitors in this age of diversity. Zoggs has also introduced modest 
swimwear to attract more Muslim clients to its well-established brand. One 

of its most popular products, the Nouveau Panelled Modesty Suit, is already 
a favourite among the Muslim community which is enthusiastic about 
swimming.

So all of you who have avoided a normal activity such as swimming, because 
you were too uncomfortable or embarrassed, do not fret any longer - Zoggs 
and Speedo got you covered (literally). 

It’s time to make the most of what you were missing out on all this time.
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We spoke about the Nike hijab earlier, but it’s too good of a topic to not 
delve into. 

It’s 2019 and this unimaginable yet necessary crossover between Nike and 
hijabs couldn’t get more exciting for us.

The American corporation introduced the world to its Pro Hijab. The Pro Hijab 
is made with lightweight material which makes it a very suitable choice of 
headwear during any sports activity. This is because the breathable fabric 
of the headscarf absorbs sweat, helping you stay cool and fresh during a 
workout or hectic physical activities.

Now it’s a regular occurrence to see YouTube celebrities trying out the Nike 
Hijab or Nike Pro Hijab and reviewing them. Not only that, but models all 
across the world are helping Nike advance in this new venture by sporting its 
headwears. Just imagine the boost to Muslim fashion clothing this will give.
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NIKE - THEY DID IT
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So what’s the big deal about this?

It’s that Nike, the most valuable fashion brand in the world, is paying 
attention to its Muslim clients. This corporation, which is already 
flourishing with a brand value of 28 billion USD (as of 2018), is embracing 
diversity and producing clothing items especially tailored for us.

Doesn’t get better than this.

And before anything else, it’s very important to acknowledge why exactly 
hijabs by a company like Nike are so important, apart from the worldwide 
attention towards Muslim apparel and fashion it gathers.

Here’s the thing. Nike knows what it’s doing in terms of creating clothing 
and footwear suitable for sports. When you buy a regular hijab from any 
clothing outlet in the world, that’s all you’re getting. But getting the Pro 
Hijab from Nike means buying headwear suitable to be worn when riding 
a horse or running a 100-meter race. It means an article of clothing that 
completely takes into account what you’ll be comfortable in.

And that is why this matters so much to us, the Muslim consumers.

Muslims make a huge part of the fashion consumers. It’s beneficial 
in every way for designers and brands to be inclusive of Muslims - 
showcase their diverse ideas, earn appreciation, etc. This is why the 
fashion industry isn’t stopping at producing a few, generic pieces of 
traditional Muslim clothing - it’s truly embracing modest fashion and 
clothing ideal for Muslims.
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STRUT, STRUT, STRUT IT, 
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Fun fact! When London hosted its second-ever ‘Modest Fashion Week,’ 
more than 40 renowned and celebrated designers showcased their 
designs which catered to women who love to dress modestly.

And don’t even get us started on the Muslim models proudly exhibiting 
modest fashion items on the runways in Milan. Yes, you read that right. 
MILAN. The hub of fashion worldwide is also now hosting shows for 
modest clothing. In fact, just last year, 4 major designers had the honour 
of dressing their models in clothing catering to the Muslims at the Milan 
Fashion Week! Isn’t that insane?!

How could we not mention Melbourne Fashion Week 
(@melbfashionweek) introducing their first ever Modest Fashion Runway 
(@modestfashionrunways), which is being presented in the heart of 
Federation Square, Melbourne.

The limelight is truly on our kind of 
fashion now.

It has been a while now that 
designers all over the world have 
started to exhibit their modest 
fashion designs on larger and 
classier platforms, like fashion 
shows. 

Modest Fashion Weeks 
(@modestfashionweeks), organised 
by Think Fashion (@thinkfashionco), 
is a fashion event held in Istanbul, 
London, Dubai and Jakarta. The 
event is incredibly diverse and 
allows everyone to celebrate their 
differences and appreciate people’s 
cultures and faith. 
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The famous Bow Boutique in Saudi 
Arabia (https://www.bowboutiqueksa.

com/about-1)
The American favourite label, Al Nisa 
Designs (@al_nisa_designs)
The popular Italian fashion brand, 
Luya Moda (@luyamoda)
The much loved Chantique based in 
Brunei (@chantique.me)

These are some of the most important 
names in displaying modest fashion 
in one of the most important fashion 
weeks in Italy. The minds behind 
the designs of these fashion houses 
decided to show the most trendy 
Muslim outfits (and not just the basic 
ones people usually think of).

Glamorous gowns. Exquisite floral 
dresses. Silk tunics. Stylish pants. 
Embroidered trousers.

From casual to dressy to 
professional, these designers 
brought such different and elegant 
modest clothing on the runway 
that left the audience shook.

The quality, the quality!!  
GORGEOUS. The fashion show truly 
depicted how fun, exciting, and 
alluring modest fashion can be. 
Forget a one-piece or two-piece 
normal hijab. No way! This show 
had the designers bringing out 
the best they had with bright 
headwears in all sorts of designs
and styles. 

ARE YOU 
FAMILIAR WITH 
ANY OF THESE 
TOP-NOTCH 
DESIGNERS OR 
BRANDS?
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Talk about flowers incorporated in the headscarf or long tails hanging 
from them or intricately folded headwears. Absolutely stunning. 
Absolutely versatile.
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So what does this increased globalization of 
preferred muslim clothing mean for the fashion 
world? What impact will it have on the future of 
the fashion industry? 

The industry has forsaken tending to only the 
elites and their choices. It’s moving towards a 
direction where every individual is important. 
It doesn’t matter where the client comes from, 
what their social or economic background is. The 
designers know that addressing each market will 
earn them customers; and once customers are 
satisfied, they stay committed to the brand.
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THE FUTURE OF 
FASHION
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This is exactly why there’s such a sudden 
boost in the quantity of voguish Muslim 
apparel being produced these days. The 
fashion industry is adopting those styles and 
designs which best suit the Muslims because 
this is a potential 254 billion USD market! 
(source)

Now, what’s even better is that the clothing 
introduced by the fashion world is not only 
for Muslims. It is so trendy, so classic, and so 
chic, that even other consumers can’t help but 
admire some of the pieces created.
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THE ART OF 
SUBTLETY
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And that’s the actual victory. That fashion tending to our 
preferences is being recognized as glamorous and stylish by 
others as well. And this change in perception, where once our 
clothing was considered backward and ridiculously out-dated, 
is a sweet triumph.

What’s even more fascinating to note is that the designers 
are not coming up with overalls or only long and flowy items 
of clothing. They are incorporating the choices of Muslims in 
everyday items of clothing as well. 
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• Regular clothes are now being produced with full sleeves and it’s slowly  
       becoming quite fashionable. 

• The length of attractive dresses is being increased to fulfill the    
       requirements of Muslims. 

• The headwear is being altered in an impressive way where it completely        
       covers the head, but feels natural and comfortable as well. 

• Transparent outfits are being made more opaque, so Muslim women               
       can enjoy alluring dresses while maintaining their modesty and their   
       comfort.
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And perhaps, this is the greatest achievement of the fashion industry - to 
introduce modest clothing without alienating Muslims. They don’t need 
to wear clothes that aren’t trendy. The fact that the designers are taking 
care of little details and making regular fashion times more accessible to 
Muslims, is truly remarkable. 

This subtlety in fashion is what’s winning us over.
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CONCLUSION
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You’d be surprised to find the number of designers from the United 
Kingdom, Turkey, Indonesia, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and Italy paying 
close attention to modest fashion wear in the recent years. This 
means new trends and new fashion perspectives. And frankly 
speaking, it might seem a little late but it was bound to happen 
at one point or another. Better late than never right? The fashion 
industry thrives on creativity and novel ideas.

And there’s just so much the designers can milk out of fashion for 
naked bodies.

The designers are seeing a new direction and a whole different and 
profitable industry in modest fashion clothing. It’s no surprise that 
they’d want to be at the forefront of this new venture the industry 
is welcoming.

We have all the hints that the fashion world is becoming more 
attuned to our requirements:

• Modest fashion shows

• Global brands introducing hijab and modest clothing

• Muslim swimwear and sports-wear

• Popular influencers modeling for modest clothing

• Trends being introduced which suit our needs

It’s time to claim that title Sister, flaunt your hijab and strut your 
way up the fashion pyramid because it’s only getting better and 
better, and we are all for it. 
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MUSLIM 
CONSUMERS
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	Our beloved long length shirts are trending again

